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News for 2002 
Tournament News 

 

It was a stimulating tournament January for many on HTR.  We held our first on-line contest for two 
weekends Jan 12 and Jan 19.  We had 20 entries and it turned out to be a pretty exciting event in the end.  I 
was particularly happy to see that many who participated were first time starters.  Some related to me that 
they have been bitten by the tournament bug and will enter more contests when they have the chance.   
 
HTR on-line Tournament Winners – Congratulations 
Glen Love – Highest Total Points 
Rich “Gabby” Armstrong – Most Money Won  
 
After any tournament is the realization of how focused and concentrated the handicapping becomes when 
competing against others.  The mental exhaustion is real.  Yet it is also apparent, that with a little more 
homework and experience it is not that difficult to earn a good prize.  Winning any handicapping contest does 
require some good fortune, but sharp players who enter often enough will eventually hit a winning home run.  
The concept here is no different than scoring with the pick6 or superfecta.  Even the best handicappers will 
lose those bets more often than not.  But it all comes together eventually and a fat payday is the reward for 
persistence.  Luck is not an issue if you are a diligent student, there is ample money to be won out there and 
the hardest working players are taking advantage.   
 
Three HTR subscribers qualified for the finals of the NTRA championship event held at the MGM in Las 
Vegas.  One of them, the venerable Tommy Castillo, recorded his thoughts so we could experience the event 
from a player point of view (see page 3).  Prior to the NTRA event, the SunCoast hotel in Las Vegas held a 
major ($1000 entry fee) contest with a $100k first prize.  Mike Mayo finished 4th and Tommy Castillo ended 
up 8th in that one.  Both men are prolific tournament players and each won a major event in 2001.  And is it 
coincidence that their Dallas pals Glen Love and Gabby Armstrong won our HTR contest?  Experience is a 
critical ally in tournament play as the decisive instinct of timing means everything.  Another HTR veteran of 
Nevada tournaments, John Buckley, refers to this as “knowing when to pull the trigger.”  With limited 
ammunition (12- 15 plays per day) the winners are always those that fire their best shots at the right moment.   
 
The $64,000 question might be:  How do we improve our timing so we don’t blow big opportunities when 
they arise?  
 

• Maintain focus on the objective.  If you are competing in a tournament, don’t distract yourself with $1 
exactas and pick4’s or betting at the crap table.  Stick to the matter at hand.  If your goal is to hit a $1000 
trifecta tomorrow, then spend the night before studying past races of the type that will be run.  Choose 
different paceline scenarios to understand clearly how the early pace in those races will be contested (see 
page 7).  Bad timing is usually a matter of being distracted or unprepared and “bad luck” is not an excuse 
if you didn’t do your homework. 

 

• Pour over data from past races.  The past is all we have to predict the future, and it is a pretty solid source.  
Exposing yourself to massive amounts of data and past-results enhances the instincts tremendously.  I 
don’t know any successful horseplayers that aren’t numbers and statistics hounds.  The more you learn 
about the past, the more likely you are to know what to do when a decision is required on the spot in the 
future.   

 

• Watch races of interest without betting.  Can you do this?  Are you willing to handicap a race and then 
watch it without any passion (money) involved in the finish?  At tournaments, every race has the potential 
to alter the outcome. Astute players watch them all and hope that the favorite wins if they are not 
involved!  Even that cynical exercise is good for the brain and helps with understanding trends and 
noticing details you will need later. 
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Tommy Castillo’s NTRA Tournament Diary 
 

Tommy Castillo (TC) was a little bummed out after finishing 8th at the big SunCoast tournament.  Maybe his 
expectations were too high after having won it last year and collecting more than a $100k.  Probably needed the money 
to pay the taxes on that prize!  While most of us would be ecstatic to finish that well, he was now a very determined 
Texan going into the NTRA/DRF championship the following weekend. 
 
Tommy had qualified for the NTRA by placing in the top four at the Fairgrounds contest, one of the final remaining 
events of the year to get an invitation.  He had traveled as far as Thistledown to compete for a slot in the big one.  He had 
flown as far as Del Mar the year before for an attempt at last year’s NTRA and just missed – but we had a great time 
anyway – which is always the case with Tommy.  Anyway, his appearance at the NTRA final was an important goal for 
him and the crème de la crème for any tournament junkie.  After two years of traveling around racetracks and competing 
hard he finally got into to the big bash.  Only 177 lucky handicappers out of 20,000 that competed during the year made 
the finale of this highly publicized event. 
 
TC recorded his impressions of the NTRA while it was happening into a small tape recorder.  After he returned home he 
sent it to me to transcribe for this newsletter.  This is his way of sharing the experience with you and allowing us to enter 
the mind of a professional. 
 
Thursday January 24.  Day before the DRF/NTRA Championship Handicapping Tournament 
 

3pm – Checked in, registered and picked up my player packet from the MGM with the latest rules and news 
for the tournament.  First impression was a big negative – they had removed HOU from the list of playable 
tracks.  I protested immediately – as my research revealed HOU was the most favorable longshot location 
and my preparation for this event included it as a key focus track.  They had removed it because post-time 
was too late in the afternoon here.  Everyone knows HOU is an evening track, so this should have been 
decided much earlier.  Tournament tracks: LRL, AQU, GP, TP, FG, SA, GG, TUP.  One mandatory race will be 
drawn from each of these tracks – we must bet them, and that is a big drawback to this format as it leaves 
just 7 optional plays. 
 

Evening – Lots of exciting activities the night before the contest.  Everyone who is anyone in horse racing 
media is here – including ESPN.  Talked to many old friends, made some new ones.  Daily Racing Form and 
Horseplayer Magazine have touted Mike Mayo and myself as two of the early favorites!  The atmosphere is 
electric.  Penthouse Pets are here as part of the hype and celebrity tournament – very attractive but they are 
keeping their clothes on.  They also gave us a goodie-bag – full of the usual souvenirs and marketing stuff.  
Our airfare and rooms were comped, but surprisingly the food is not free, some of the guys are griping about 
that already.  Everyone who asks for ‘my secret of success’ in tournaments gets an earful of “Ken Massa and 
HTR”.  Seating for the tournament is assigned, but Mayo and I have friends in high places at the MGM and 
got the best location in the race-book.  Most importantly our seats are in the ‘inner sanctum’ and away from 
the craziness and distractions of the media circus.  
 

Late Evening – the fun is over, at least for me.  Time to download my HTR files for Friday’s races and get 
my head together.  After a disappointing [zero] final-day at the SunCoast tournament last week (I was in the 
lead after the first 2 days), need to concentrate hard on making quality plays.  I won’t stay up too late 
tonight, but will awaken around 4am to start my preparation and look at individual races. 
 
Friday January 25, 1st Day of DRF/NTRA Championship 
 

4:15am – No more time to waste on sleep, nor fretting over my SunCoast finish.  I have waited for this 
opportunity for two years and I’m putting on my game face and getting down to business.  I have a custom 
program written by Ken and revised many times over the years.  It enables me to export the data to text files 
and do my own research in Access.  I carefully investigate each tournament track for longshot potential, 
breaking down races by class/sex/dist/surf.  A meticulous and time-consuming approach and it doesn’t 
involve conventional handicapping thought – just the raw facts as I see them.   Hard work, careful research 
and the special software enable me to consistently uncover live high-odds runners that get themselves 
involved in the battle to the wire.     {continued page 4}  
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Tommy Castillo NTRA Tournament Diary  
 

Day 1 Tournament Action – Good longshot day starting with the very first race at AQU ($25).  Later there 
was a $115 winner at GP.  With caps on the payoffs, the maximum points available for any one race was 64.  
Partial list of bets from my notes on the first day listed below.  The TYPE column shows “M” for the 
mandatory races.  The others are optional races that I chose. 
 
Track   R#   Type   Pg#     Odds     Fin     Comment 
 

AQU     9     M      2       7/2     out     Had to bet something. 
LRL     4     M      7       8/1     3rd      11/1 when I played him. 
GP      7     M      4      24/1     out     Good play, horse ran well. 
GP      9            5      16/1     out     Troubled trip 
TUP     6     M      8       9/1     Won     Got one  $21, $6  
FG      9     M      9       8/1     out     ran fair 
FG     10            9      12/1     out     Bet wrong horse, blown play! 
TP      5     M      6       5/1     out     Had to bet something 
TP      6            6      10/1     out     Lead, gave way deep stretch 
GG      6     M      9      13/1     out     Early speed 
GG      7            3      18/1     out     Good odds on a 6/1 MLO 
SA      7     M      1      33/1     out     @!%&@%! see below 
 

Heartbreak loss for me with 7-SA, the final mandatory race.  My selection, #1 at 33/1 led every step, looked 
like a winner near the wire but was zapped in a blanket photo to 5th.  That one would have put me into the 
fray for day 2.  This loss really crushed me emotionally – I’ll never forget it. 
 

Other optional plays were not noteworthy.  Dumb mistake in FG 10, bet the wrong horse, the right horse 
won.  TP betting was stopped at race 6 (late post time), which cost me a bet because I didn’t see the notice 
that they were limiting the action to races 1-6 only at TP.  I liked a horse there in race 8 (#8) that won.  
Even had the ticket filled out, my fault for not paying attention.   
 
Saturday January 26, Final Day of DRF/NTRA Championship 
 

Early Morning – honestly, I feel like crawling in a hole today.  Losing that race at SA took the wind out of 
my sail.  But I’m holding my head high and forging ahead.  Tough chore today knowing that my chances are 
slim and none.  But I’ll fire bombs away and hang in there for a miracle.  Below is a sample of my selections 
on the 2nd day, including all the mandatory races.   
 

Day 2 Tournament Action – 

Track   R#   Type   Pg#     Odds     Fin     Comment 
 

AQU     6     M      2      70/1     out     Shootin’ for the moon! 
LRL     7     M      3      20/1     2nd      Lost by a nose, $18 to Place 
GP      8     M      ?      ???      out     Ordering doubles now 
FG      5            7      23/1     out     Stalked, quit 
FG      7            7      55/1     out     Finished last 
FG      9           11      19/1     out     Also finished last! 
FG     10     M      3      40/1     out     Set pace, faltered 
TP      2           11      20/1     out     Stalked, gave way. 
TP     10     M      2      17/1     out     No threat 
TP     12            8      20/1     out     Lame, Eased 
TUP     8     M      1      13/1     out     Led, finished 3r 
SA      7     M     10      99/1     out     Hail Mary 
GG      9     M     10      38/1     out     LOL!  
 
Tournament concluded. 
{continued on page 5} 
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Tommy Castillo NTRA Tournament Diary  
 

Tournament Conclusion – It makes me feel a whole lot better to tell you that the two Penthouse Pets that 
competed in the celebrity/media tournament (as a lark) beat the pants off most of the so called “best 
handicappers in America”.  Check the list below for names that you know.   
 
Handicapper                        Final Points 
 

Alexa Lauren (Penthouse)               176 
Cheyenne Silver (Penthouse)            132 
 
Steven Crist (DRF)                     111 
Lauren Stitch (DRF)                     68 
Mike Watchmaker (DRF)                  130 
Mike Hammersly (DRF)                   123 
 
Judy Wagner (last year’s winner)        54 
 
Mike Mayo (HTR)                         57 
Tommy Castillo (HTR)                    46 
William Jackson (HTR)                   69 
 
Herman Miller (Winner)                 215 
Tim O’Leary (2nd)                       189 
Sid Weiner (3rd)                        179 
 
Median Score 177 contestants            78 

 
Check Out Time - MGM Sunday – Really had a great time with the people here, and the whole NTRA 
tournament weekend is quite a party.  Proud to have represented Ken and all our friends from HTR, feel a bit 
sour that I didn’t do better.  The MGM and tournament officials have some issues to work out before next 
year.  There were some problems with the clerks and betting.  The MGM was not prepared for this intense of 
an event with their staff and snafus were common.  The rules committee disrupted my preparations with the 
sudden announcement about taking out HOU and limiting TP to early races.  One player messed up so bad 
that they had to DQ him from the first day for betting everything out of sequence or something, cost him 80 
points and was a controversial stain.            
 
Back Home – Twelve straight days in Vegas playing horses is just too much.  Feel drained and numb from it 
all and glad to be back in Dallas for some rest.  I’m very grateful to all the kind people and friends that 
cheered me on – sorry I let you down this time, but I’ll learn from my mistakes and be back more determined 
than ever.  I hope more HTR members will join me in the quest to win the 2003 NTRA/DRF Championship.   
 

---Tommy Castillo / Jan 2002 
 
Editor final notes: Tommy thrives by using the basic success coach credo  
 

1. You can’t win at a game unless you get in there and play the game. 
2. You won’t be able to play in the game unless you prepare hard and know the rules. 
3. You can’t prepare to play if you don’t get off your ass and do it. 

 
Gracious thanks to our friend from Dallas for taking the time to record his thoughts at the tournament.  Please 
leave a message on our HTR message board if you have any comments or questions for TC regarding this 
article or the tournaments.   
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Handicapping with HTR 
Paceline Mode (5)   Difference between DOS and HTR2001 

 

A few velocity handicappers have been very sharp in noticing differences between the HTR DOS-version 
paceline-method (5) and the same mode in HTR2001.  I’ll begin by re-printing what I wrote about this in a 
newsletter last year  
 
Paceline Selection Method (5) in HTR2001 
The ‘artificial intelligence’ method selects one or two running lines based on analysis of the horse’s form cycle and 
congruence to today’s conditions.  Two lines are selected and averaged if the software perceives a single line 
unrepresentative of the horse’s normal effort.  Similar to DOS version but some tweaking of the code has been done in 
HTR2001 to tighten up the accuracy.  
 

Note on wet tracks: Modes (4) and (5) in HTR2001 have been adjusted to allow use of a ‘wet’ running line if the user has 
changed the surface mode to “wet” in the Scratch screen.  This is change from the DOS versions. 
 
An HTR user noted the following differences with the Jan 23 PHA race-3 $65 winner.  Luckily he believed 
the DOS version and collected! 
 

03-PHA  23Jan02 (Passage East) 
Version         Fr1 Fr2 Fr3   A/P E/P S/P F/X L/P  VEL/SC 
 

DOS             *1   5   7     5  *1   7   5   7     4  
HTR2001          5   6   6     6   6   6   6   6     7  
 

Interesting that in the DOS version the horse gets the #1 rankings in early speed factors.  Not even close with 
HTR2001.  However, that is because the paceline chosen in the DOS program was from a sloppy track.  PHA 
was fast on Jan 23 and HTR2001 did not select the wet line for this horse because the performance ratings 
were much higher than its normal dry track races.  Sometimes you guess wrong. 
 
It didn’t take long to found a compelling example that promotes the HTR2001 version of PL (5).  This race 
was found at PHA, Jan 26, race 9, $50 winner.  
 

09-PHA  26Jan02 (Oxford Tea Party) 
Version         Fr1 Fr2 Fr3   A/P E/P S/P F/X L/P  VEL/SC 
 

DOS              5   5   8     7   4   8   8   6     8 
HTR2001          5   3   2    *1   2  *1  *1  *1    *1 
 

In this case HTR2001 brought the longshot winner right to the top of the list.  HTR-DOS had him on the 
bottom.  Why is that?  Distinct changes in the paceline mix can completely alter the perception of the race.  
Had you used mode (1) or (4), another scenario would have been displayed.  Not a perfect science but luckily 
this kind of extreme variance is rare.   
 
More often than not – the output for both will be similar, though not identical, as was the case with this $42 
winner at SA. 
 

02-SA  24Jan02 (Green Team) 
Version         Fr1 Fr2 Fr3   A/P E/P S/P F/X L/P  VEL/SC 
 

DOS              4   5   2    *1   4  *1  *1   2    *1 
HTR2001          2   5   2    *1   3  *1  *1   2    *1 
 
A couple of points; first- I would not have changed the paceline (5) selection method in HTR2001 if it had not 
tested superior to the DOS version.  Second, although it is an improvement it isn’t that much better.  My 
advice for the PL dilemma is always the same – choose one method and stick with it.  This will enable 
consistent pattern recognition skills and relieve any confusion or frustration.  If you are still frustrated, then 
the solution is to select your own lines.  Check page 8 for a new tool that may help also.   
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Advanced Handicapping 
The C90 and Race/Contender Selection 

 

We have talked about the C90 rating in past newsletters and tested its effectiveness as a general speed figure 
prediction tool.  This month I had planned a more extensive analysis of the rating based upon the character of 
the field (more on that in a moment).  
 
I quickly replaced the C90 article with the excellent Tommy Castillo NTRA tournament diary this month.  
His impressions, fresh from the event, have greater impact if presented immediately.     
 
For now, I will give you some food for thought regarding the C90 and we’ll get into the whole enchilada next 
month.  A quick review of the C90 is in order  
 

Note: C90 ratings are available in HTR2001 only.   
 

• C90 rating represents the horse’s best Cramer (final time) speed figure attained in the past 90 days.  There 
is no stipulation for distance/surface/class involved.  If the horse ran a race in North America in the past 
90 days and it received a final figure from Cramer, it gets rated.  If the horse has more than one such race 
in the last 90 days, then the highest of those is used for the C90. 

 

• First time starters (FTS), foreign shippers, and horses with layoffs more than 90 days will not receive a 
C90 rating and will be blank or zero.  Others not receiving a C90 might include horses that ran very slow, 
pulled up lame, etc, and were not rated above zero on Cramer’s scale in the last 90 days. 

 
The blank C90 horses, those with no rating are jokers in the deck when handicapping a field of horses.  
Obviously there is an abundance of them and they are a critical piece of the handicapping puzzle.  In fact, they 
are the key to many winning multiple race wagers, especially the pick-6.  
 
To begin my evaluation I separated all fields of horses into five distinct groups using the C90.  A blank is a 
horse that did not receive a C90.  
 
Group (A) 100% of the horses assigned a C90 rating.  No blanks – no exceptions. 
Group (B) All but one horse receives a C90.  The “B” races contain exactly one blank runner. 
Group (C) There are exactly two blank entrants not receiving a C90 rating in these races. 
Group (D) These races contain 3 or 4 horses without a C90 rating. 
Group (E) Five or more horses are C90 blank.  Typical is a 2yr maiden field full of FTS.  
 
Here is the breakdown of all races by percentage from each group. 
 

Group       Pct of races (=100%) 
 

  A              48.9% 
 B              22.5% 
 C              11.3% 
 D              10.8% 
 E              06.5% 
 
I will continue with the C90 research next month and have some very interesting statistics for all five groups.  
Most fascinating perhaps are the “B” group.  Several HTR handicappers have related to me that when a race 
contains a single unknown, and the ML odds are below 5/1, it is a very live contender.  This was brought to 
light by using the HTR-Consensus over the years.  They could not understand why some winners with low 
MLO, were ranked at the bottom of the consensus.  Almost without exception, these winners would be C90 
blanks.  In other words, the specific factors computed in the HTR-Consensus were either zero or understated 
for the horse because it was ‘unknown’.   
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Software Upgrade 
HTR2001 Update and the XScreen 

 

Have a new experimental tool for you – but first let me cover some of other items fixed or added to HTR2001 
in this upgrade.  The date on the update is “Feb 4, 2002”. 
 
• Scratch screen has been spruced up nicely.  Fixed all the bugs and you won’t be able to leave the screen 

without your changes being saved.  A box in the right hand corner at the top allows you to switch to any 
track for the day you are working on and make changes or scratch horses at every track without exiting 
the screen.  A very efficient tool and clean work-space for making changes.  

• C90 number now appears on Program screen by request. 
• Fixed bug in Trainer Jockey screen showing too many FTS. 
• Fixed bug in pp’s that underlines layoff of 45 days or more by the date. 
• Re-arranged the Velocity Plus screen by request.  The f-p-s numbers appear in the 2nd section now. 
• Added and fixed a few items in the export, but they were very minor. 
 
And now for the mysterious XScreen 
 

For the last several months I have been toiling away in the HTR2001 laboratory creating a Frankenstein.  I 
have no idea what to call the new screen, so let’s refer to it as XScreen for now.  I think you will like the new 
approach, but it has been frustrating to get it going and some of the data that I want is not yet available.  
 
Like many of you, I like to peruse the past-performances and select a mixture of pacelines and setup various 
possible race scenarios, particularly with regard to early speed.  But it can be frustrating and time consuming 
because the user must shift screens to look at the rankings after selecting a new line.  And if you want to 
compare the various figures on the past-performances, you either have to do considerable scrolling or print 
out a ton of paper.  The issue was even more difficult in the DOS version as you know. 
 
My idea for the new screen was to let the user toggle all the past-performance lines for each horse without 
moving the other horses off the screen.  In fact, everything stays in one place.  This allows you to quickly 
peruse every possible combination of running lines side by side.  A fantastic tool with great potential. 
 
Biggest problem right now is getting the velocity numbers or rankings on there.  As a matter of fact, I 
originally called the project Early Speed Extreme because the initial concept was to use it to make rapid 
changes in the Fr1 and EP rankings and pace scenarios.  Using the XScreen to select pacelines for use in the 
Velocity Plus would also be a huge time saver as it far quicker than scrolling through the list of pp’s.    
 

Lucky for me, Jim Cramer provides excellent pace figures to go along with his final time speed figures.  So I 
implemented them in the current screen immediately.  Below is a list of items that appear now.  Try your hand 
with it by highlighting a horse on the screen and pressing <enter> or dbl-clicking the line and toggle through 
each successive line to note differences.  I will make changes and add new material in the next update.  There 
are lots of possible uses for this type of screen, let me know if you have any ideas. 
 
L# = number of the paceline in view (L# = 1 means you are looking at the horse’s most recent line).   
PAC = Cramer 4f pace number 
PER = Cramer speed figure. 
Paceline Details – some of the usual stuff, odds and a complete trip note.   
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Systems and Angles Test 
Donnie – Mechanical Method to Eliminate ML Favorites  

 

Don Nadermann wants to get some value in his daily double, p3, p4 wagers by identifying bad morning line 
favorites and tossing them from his ticket.  With multiple race bets, the morning line odds (MLO) have a huge 
influence on the public as they make out their tickets for the ensuing races.  If one or more of the favorites is 
defeated, the winning payoff can inflate dramatically. 
 

Donnie had done his own research and found that layoff and low percentage trainers made some difference.  
He asked me for some additional ideas or factors to test on this notion.  I’ll look at those two items and add an 
additional one – Early Pace Velocity (E/P) to a test involving ML favorites. 
 
To begin, I’ll test a large sample of ML favorites without any requisites and see what the numbers and win 
rate look like overall.  Then we will re-test with specific factors to find out if the win percentage decreases 
significantly enough to confidently throw the ML favorite out of our multi-pick wager.  We need a drop down 
in win rate to about 25% to assure a solid stand against the chalk. 
 
ML Favorites in all races - 44,702 tested 
Factor                  Horses           Win% 
 

ALL                     44,702           30.8 
 

Layoff > 30             12,023           29.6 
Layoff > 45              5,219           28.6 
Layoff > 90              2,338           27.8 
Layoff > 180             1,204           27.2 
 

Trainer < 10%            6,490           26.0 
Trainer < 08%            3,689           25.1 
  

EP rank > 3             17,458           25.6 
EP rank > 4             12,065           24.5 
EP rank > 5              7,715           23.6 
 
Note that in the case of the EP ranking or layoff, horses with a zero (such as a FTS), were not eliminated.  We 
are looking for proven facts here in order to toss the favorite; an unknown horse that is accorded the status of 
MLO favorite should probably be included on the pick3 or pick4 ticket.    
 
ML favorites win about 31% of all races.  Actual betting favorites do a bit better, winning close to 33%.  
When playing the p3 - p4 - p6, we will not know the actual favorite except in the first leg of the sequence.  If 
the ML favorite loses, it can have a tremendous effect on the payoff.    
 
To find something useful in eliminating ML favorites we need a good intersection between the drop in the 
win% and the number of horses involved.  While Layoff > 180 has a negative effect, very few horses are 
accorded the status of favorite with such long layoffs.  The layoff factor overall turns out to be almost useless 
as most ML favorites have a solid recent performance. 
 
The trainer win% (last 365 days) has a moderate effect.  But only about 1 in 11 MLO favorites has a trainer 
with a win rate below 8%.  So you won’t see them often enough to make a difference.   
 
EP is an excellent factor to use if you want to do some chalk-busting.  The higher the EP ranking of the ML 
favorite, the less likely they are to win the race.  A favorite sans early speed is a big gamble. 
 

I hope Donnie and the rest of you will experiment with other early speed elements to find eliminators for 
those pesky ML favorites.  Quirin speed points, running style and Fr1 are all good candidates.  Stay away 
from testing factors that are already prominently included in the ML number, such as trainer, jockey, layoff 
and last race finish.  The ML odds maker is already figuring those items into his number.  
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Systems and Angles Test 
Glen – Can We Uncover Overachievers? 

 

Glen (Glen Love, Dallas) asked me if I could come up with a method of identifying horses that often exceed 
bettor expectations and outrun their odds on the track.  Would there be any value in identifying such runners?  
Finish position and final odds are the basic criteria here. 
 

Someday I am going to research and write an article titled “who is really the best jockey (or trainer)?”  To do 
that, it would require a database with each horse the jockey rode and the probability of the horse winning the 
race based on criteria unrelated to the jockey stats.  The jockey would be awarded points based on that 
probability and the eventual finish.  The lower the horse’s probability, the more points the jockey would be 
awarded if the horse won or ran well.  This would be an ideal method to determine which jocks are actually 
moving the horse up.   
 
With jockey data we have hundreds, even a thousand sample races in a two-year database.  But with 
individual horses we have just ten past-performance lines maximum to peruse.  That makes any analysis of 
horse ability very hard to quantify.  Nevertheless, we’ll give it try here. 
 
To run the test, I selected following criteria. 
 

1. Horse must have 6 or more past-performance lines to qualify for the test. 
2. Only non-maiden races were tested.  Grass, wet tracks any class type included. 
3. Horse went off at 9/1 or more. 
 

I found more than 100,000 such horses in a database covering one year from about 22,000 races at all tracks.  
Here is how the horses were scored  
 
5 points for each win in the horses record at odds at or above 9/1. 
3 points for each 2nd place finish at odds at or above 9/1 
1 point for each 3rd place finish at odds at or above 9/1 
 
The vast majority of runners examined had 0 – 3 points.  The maximum points found for any horse was 22.  
The 22-point horse had 4 wins in his last 10 starts, all at high odds.  Pretty amazing, but only a small 
percentage of the horses got 10 or more points.  This highlights the basic problem with such a system - once a 
horse begins to perform well the public starts to bet them in subsequent starts.  
 
Points    Horses     Win%        ROI       
 

0         40,528     07.1       0.79       
1-2       18,183     06.6       0.80       
3-4       16,596     06.8       0.77       
5         10,551     06.1       0.75       
6-7        6,470     05.8       0.79       
8-9        3,579     06.0       0.83       
10         1,983     06.2       0.85       
11-12        877     05.7       0.89       
13-14        332     11.1       0.94       
15+          171     16.9       1.25       
 
Analysis 
Only the very highest point group (15+) has a positive expectation.  But there are just a handful of these 
overachievers that the bettors overlook time after time.  The majority of horses are probably picked up on the 
public radar after a win or a couple of good finishes.  After a few good efforts, the odds on any horse are 
bound to drop.  Lesson here is obvious, if you want to uncover longshots, you need to find them before their 
form looks good on paper, not after.  Thanks to Glen for submitting this query. 
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Trainer Handicapping 
MikeDee Puts the “4+30” Trainer Data to the Test 

  

On our HTR message board recently there was some discussion about trainer statistics evaluation.  With a 
plethora of numbers and percentages in dozens of categories, when does the data mean something? Luckily, 
Ernie contacted ace trainer-handicapper Ed Bain, and he chimed in with some advice on his popular “4+30” 
method.  We all appreciate the help.  For more information peruse Ed’s website at www.edbain.com.   
 
The “4+30” is very simple to ascertain.  If the trainer has at least 4 wins and a minimum win rate of 30% in a 
certain category, the horse is considered live.  Bain’s specialty is claims and layoffs.  He will look back at the 
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th race after a claim or layoff and seek out the 4+30 trainers for spot plays.  I’m sure there are 
other considerations, such as odds, before making a bet; check at the website above to obtain additional 
material.  
 
The “4+30” appears to be a realistic approach to evaluate any trainer record category at a glance.  The daily 
reports that are available for HTR subscribers (Comprehensive Trainer text report, and PDF Enhanced) 
display the number of wins and the win% in each applicable category for every trainer in a race.  If you 
handicap with that data regularly, keep the “4+30” in mind.   
 
Using our export applications and standard race files we don’t have an easy method of mass-testing specific 
trainer categories including the “4+30”.  Our Access expert, MikeDee (Mike DeRienzo, Cleveland) tested it 
by parsing the text file himself.  He looked at every “4+30” trainer play from Jan 21 – 27 inclusive and 
recorded these results    
 
Category             Plays      Wins        Winpc         ROI 
 

Overall Record        56         14          25%         0.99 
 

At Track             142         34          24%         0.85 
At Dist/Surf          88         18          20%         0.75 
At Class             112         16          14%         1.67 
At Age                73          7          10%         0.66 
 

Lasix 1,2             23          3          13%         0.64 
1,2,3 after Claim     31          7          23%         0.57 
1,2,3 after Layoff    83         14          17%         0.70 
Surface Change        18          1          06%         0.14 
Spr-Rte, Rte-Spr      22          5          23%         0.71 
 

Up Class (purse)      13          2          15%         2.06 
Dn Class (purse)      60          8          15%         0.39 
 

Jky/Trn Overall      222         47          21%         1.09 
Jky/Trn Surf         234         42          18%         0.91 
 
Analysis 
Thanks very much Mike for providing this data.  Get in touch with MikeDee or write comments on our HTR 
message board.  The sample covers a one-week period and is not wide-ranging enough to draw any concrete 
conclusions about the “4+30”.  Yet any honest evaluation can help us to pause and think before jumping in.  
A devils advocate might suggest the likelihood that a consistent winning horseman will quickly gain a 
favorable reputation among bettors and deplete the profitability of his best maneuvers.  As with all human 
statistics, categorical trainer data is fluid in the sense that we are looking at win rates and streaks that may 
have peaked and might not carry forward.  Pragmatically though, the “4+30” is a fast and easy evaluation 
method for trainer records and I haven't heard of anything better.  
 

http://www.edbain.com/
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Late News 
 

HTR2001 version dated Feb 4, 2002 should be ready for download as you read this.   
 

Next month – should have firm dates for our annual seminar at the Stardust.  Thanks to 
everyone that submitted interesting ideas for testing.  I’ll get in more of those along with a 
complete discussion of the C90 for race and contender selection.   
 

Next big tournament – Orleans Hotel, Las Vegas in April – hope to see you there! 
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